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Golden Knights football moves up to No. 6 in Sports Network poll- Sports, p. 16.

•
•

Central Florida Future
Students, faculty-learn safety tips
at UCPs Crime Prevention-Fair

•

•

by SCOTI HOLBROOK
News editor

•

(c •

Scott Holbrook/FUTURE

Crash Test Dummies Vince and Larry, from the Orange
County Sheriff's Department, were on hand for UCF's Crime
Prevention Fair this Wednesday.

It's late at night, and you're
walking through the parking lot after class. Suddenly, you hear footsteps behind you, approaching
quickly. Do you know what to do?
That was the focus of the sixth annual Crime Prevention Fair held
Wednesday· on the UCF student
green.
UCF Police Sgt. Sandra
McClendon, Coordinator of Crime
Prevention Services, organized the
fair, which drew over a dozen organizations from around the Central
Florida area. Although the main
point of the fair was crime prevention, associations dealing with the
psychological aftermath of crime
on the victim were also given attention.
"People tend to overlook the
immediacy of crime," said Richard
Kay of the Seminole County
Sheriff's Office. "Nobody listens to

"Wearen'ttellingstudentsof
prevention te~hniques until crime
becomes personal. Then it hits legal age notto drink," said McNeil.
home." The brochures on crime "We want to educate them about the
prevention on Kay's table were DUI laws and the potential outcome
printed using money seized in drug of their actions. We stress awarebusts, something he pointed out was ness and responsibility about alcoone of the few beneficial outcomes hol use." McNeil also pointed out
the P.A.R.T.Y. (Promote Alcohol
of the crimes he fights daily.
Information was not the only Responsibility Through You) prothing available to students at the gram available at the center, which
fair. Many freebies were also dis- is an educational tool available to
tributed by the organizations present. students.
Home security was a key eleOne tool given out by Trooper John
Battle of the Florida Highway Pa- ment of the fair, and Gary Calhoun
trol was a keychain that holds two of the Maitland Police Department
quarters for making those all-im- displayed the best basic means of
portant phone calls when. you've home protection - the deadbolt
had too much to drink and shouldn't lock. Calhoun said that the majority
drive. He said his department is of home invasions don't occur by
giving out the keychains because of breaking down the door, but by a
burglar simply knocking on the door.
the increase in drunk driving.
"Many people don't ask
One of the UCF campus organizations in attendance was the who's there when answering the
Peer Education Outreach Center. door," said Calhoun. "They just
Michael McNeil, a peer counselor
at the center, stressed the emphasis
see FAIR, page 3
on education at the center.

Professor's tenure status under attack UCF cross-counby coach
Tenure reform slated to end slacking-off by professors
•
•
•
res1gns 1n mid-season
by OMAR DAJANI

Staff writer

A national trend to reform
tenure for professors has made a
stop in Florida and will likely result in a least some changes in the
way it is awarded here.
With the addition of Regent
Steve Uhl felder last year came the
initial action on reform. Last June,
the Board of Regents held a workshop at the UCF campus in which
Uhlfelder indicated his disagreement with the way tenure is
awarded. Now, the BOR has rec-

ommend that a task force at each
of the 10 public universities look
into how the tenure system could
be overhauled.
Tenure virtually guarantees
lifetime job security for professors who are awarded it. It has
come under attack by some who
believe it has slowly made professors complacent and at ease, lowering academic standards and ultimately producing less educated
students.
Most professors disagree,
saying that with job security comes
the ability to debate controversial

issues without the fear of reprisal.
Additionally, some argue that
people in academia are not primarily motivated by financial interests, but rather by the job security.
Thus, any significant change to
the tenure system might make it
harder for Florida's public universities to attract and to keep highly
qualified professors.
The process of tenure works
like this: When a professor is hired,
he or she is given seven years to
achieve tenure or leave. During
see TENURE, page 4

by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Assistant news editor

After waiting a year to be
promoted to full-time coach, UCF.
cross-country coach Doug Loftus
resigned his position this Monday.
Even though Loftus had
been a part-time coach for three
years, the athletic department continued to solicit applications for
the ope~ full-time position to com-

ply with Title IX requirements.
. Until his resignation, Loftus was
a leading candidate for the job.
After a year of waiting for
a response from the athletic department, Loftus quit the position Monday when he was told it
would be one more month before
a decision could be made.
In a month, the cross country season will be over.
Nevertheless, his decision
see COACH, page

2 UCFStudentsgetcall downtown
by RICHARD AGSTER
Contributing editor

Last week marked the opening of Nightclub Cantata on Civic
Theatre's Second Stage. Second
Stage projects are produced on a
volunteer basis, and two of its featured performers are UCF students,
Will Braun and Darla Walker.
Nightclub Cantata, by Elizabeth Swados, is a series of 18 pieces
of prose and poetry set to music.
Each vignette "explores different
ways of presenting that poetry
through movement, music and
sometimes even dialogue," explained Braun.
Differentpiecesareinthevari-

ous languages of English, German,
Hebrew and even Mayan.
Walker added, "The whole
point is to express the emotion, to
the point of sacrificing everything
to get that emotional content across.
The composer envisioned a mix of
many different styles to not be limited tooneparticularartisticchoice."
"It's not a vocal recital or a
play ...It's a coffeehouse, nightclub,
vocal recital, play compilation,"
Braun said.
These different styles are represented in the music. Music runs
the gamut from jazz to birdcalling to
monophonic chant with drones.
see THEATRE, page A-11
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Cross-country team says it will finish season
COACH, from page 1

to quit while in the middle of a
season surprised team members
as well as athletic directors.
''We were surprised to hear the
news. He was a good coach. We hate
to see him go," said UCF Athletic
Director Steve Sloan.
Sloan explained that the process of selecting a head coach for
any sport is a difficult one. He also
added that Loftus was one of a few
applicants, out of a pool of many,
who was seriously being considered for the position.
Loftus was hired in 1992 as a
part-time coach for the track and
cross-country.teams and stepped in
to act as head coach in 1993 when
the position opened up. Title IX
sports requirements required Loftus
to apply for the position like everyone else, in order to ensure gender
equity during the hiring process.
''They should have been more
up front with him. We were shocked
to hear he was quitting," said Mike
Calvin, a sophomore who has been
on the team for two years.

Monday evening Loftus told
the team about his decision and then
went to administrators on Wednesday with an official resignation.
Last year, Loftus led the team
to a fifth place finish in the TransArn eri ca Athletic Conference
Championships.
This Saturday, the team has a
meetscheduledatFloridaState University- a team they beat last year
for the first time under Loftus' guidance - which the team plans to
attend, with or without a coach.
"We're having a great season. I'm sure we will pull together
as a team and work things out," said
Rene Plasencia, a senior and one of
the team leaders. "We are upset
because the coach is quitting, but as
a team, we understand his predicament. We have seen him struggle."
.This kind of general shock and frustration, coupled with a determination to finish out the season, seems
to be the general attitude of most
team members.
"None of us expected this.
Nobody seems to know what is going on, so I guess we will come
together and get things done our-

selves," said freshman runner
Ktanah Bresnick.
Other team members feel a bit
more angry about the situation.
'This is ridiculous. The athleticdepartmentdumpsoncross-country," said runner Jeanne Lesniak.
"Theywouldn'thavewaitedthislong
to get a new head coach for football.''
UCF is supposed to host the
TACCConferenceon Oct. 29, with or
without a new head coach.
Mary Kaufinan, AssistantAthleticDirectorforwomen' s sports, said
the team will finish out all scheduled
activities.
'We have other staff members
and volunteers who will help. Wecare
about the program. We want it to
continue to grow and succeed," she
said.
Loftus refused to comment,
saying he was too upset to discuss the
situation.
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Pellegrino, a post-baccalaureate cleared for safety. Officers Kevin agencies, victims have a place to go
student in pre-medical arts, touted Schwebbs and Bob Coch demon- to work throu h the shock.
the information available on the strated emergency stops, and 180- .-~~~-"'--~~~~~--'---------------------------------------------degree. turns on their bicycles.
Green.
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cific information on a variety of they apprehend a suspect while
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topics," said Pellegrino. "The bro- riding their bicycles. A UCFpark{1) FRONT END ALIGNMENT
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numbers and avenues of access pect for the officers to "arrest."
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for further investigation." Other The officers sped up on their bikes,
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students said the lack of demon- slid to a stop, threw their bikes on
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One derrronstration was held the "suspect," apprehending him
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by Jade Training, Inc., of in seconds.
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Organizations that help vicAltamonte Springs. In a demon(2) CHASSIS LUBES
stration of self-defense, Dina tims deal with the trauma of crime
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Meade utilized the martial arts also attended the fair. A display by
(2) FREE FULL SERVICE CAR WASH
CENTRAL FLORIDA.'S LARGEST
and showed how to defeat a much the Response Sexual Assault Relarger attacker, in this case her sponse Center distributed brochures
INDEPENDENT GOODYEAR
ALL 19 SERVICES FOR Only $39 95
training partner, Shawn Kennedy. with information on counseling and
32 YEARS IN BUSINESS

FAIR, from page 1 ·
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Steve Szczepanski, from the Orange County Motor Unit, displays his 1340 c.c. Harley
and talked about traffic enforcement Wednesday during the Crime Prevention Fair.
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Employment contracts
may replace tenure system
from TENURE, page 1

the fifth and no later than the sixth
year, the professor will submit an
application to be tenured. From
that point, a series of committees
each have their say, beginning with
department, then the respective
college, and finally approval by
the president or provost. The BOR
ultimately approves all tenures.
Traditionally, once it leaves the
president's office, it's a done deal.
The criteria looked at in deciding tenure includes service to
the university community, creative
efforts, such as publishing, and
community service.
"Unless we go to removal
of tenure nationwide, the state of
Florida cannot afford to get rid of
tenure," said David Hernandez,
assistant Dean of the College of
Education and former UCF chapter president for United Faculty of
Florida, the professors' union.
"Tenure is not a guarantee
of job security but that of due
process and dismissal only for a
just cause," Hernandez said. He
does, though, acknowledge critics' concerns that it is virtually
impossible and rare to remove or
revoke a professor's tenured status.
"From what I've heard and
read in the paper so far, I don't
support the proposal," said Bill
Sublette, Florida House Repre-

sentati ve for District 40 and a
member of the House Committee
on Higher Education. Sublette
added that "it would put the state
university system in serious disadvantage in attracting respected
and prestigious faculty."
Uhlfelder's idea is to replace
the tenure system with long-term
employment contracts, which
amounts to a business deal. "And
when the contract expires and
you've done a good job and they
still need you, you'll get rehired,"
he added. Uhlfelder believes tenure is a problem for universities
because of professors that have
been in the system too long and
are no longer as productive as
they should be. This affects the
quantity and quality of work for
the rest of the faculty.
"I think most of the concern
is caused by wider economic factors," said Kris Anderson, a professor of sociology at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton
and president of the United Faculty of Florida. "I think they're
looking for ways to teach students
more cheaply, getting rid of high
paid faculty and replacing them
with adjuncts and instructors," she
added.
Next March, UCF and the
other nine public universities are
required to turn in their recommendations.
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Government crime bill cuts hit Lamar
University, Pell grants, Police Corps
by College Press Service

WASHINGTON-Before
the crime bill passed through Congress in August, much publicity
was given to the various amounts
of" pork" legislation, ranging from
funding for midnight basketball
leagues to $10 million allocated to
Lamar University in Texas.
And although Republicans
and Democrats both argued the
merits of certain programs, numerous programs related to higher
education werecutoutofthecrime
package before the final $30 billion bill was made law.
A proposed criminal justice
research center at Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas, made
nationalheadlinesafterU.S.House
Republicans targeted it as a prime
example of government waste.
Lamar's $10 million grant
wasoneofthefirsttogetonwhen
members of Congress worked on
compromiseforanomnibuscrime
bill. The money to the university,
however, was part of a previous
agreement for more state and federal prisons in the area and was
meant for a university-backed educational center designated for
training and research, say Lamar
University spokespersons.
Because of three prisons under construction, the Beaumont
area will soon have 20,000 in-

mates housed in the region. Local
officials had planned on using the
facility to train the security and
prison staff, which traditionally
has a high turnover rate.
Lamar officials say the center
was promised when the prisons were
approved. They say they plan to
keep pushing for federal funding.
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would have kicked in $10,000 a
year to subsidize that officer's
salary. Members who dropped or
flunked out of the program would
have to repay the government.
In addition, Pell grants were
affected by last-minute crime bill
negotiations. In an addition to the
bill, a provision was apptoved that
prohibits prisoners from receiving Pell grants for higher education, despite the fact that less than
one-half of 1 percent of the Pell
grants given to college students
go to convicts. The provision will
eliminate classes for many prisoners who were studying for a
college degree while incarcerated.
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Democracy is gunned
down in America's
own backyard
Don't look now, but democracy is being threatened
just south of the border. Forget Haiti, Somalia and
Bosnia- they're all just shadows of the victimization
of freedom and the American way that have taken place
in the past six months. What's going on that's so horrible? Read on, valiant reader.
Last week, Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu, SecretaryGeneral of Mexico's ruling Institutional Revolutionary
Party, was gunned down while in his car in Mexico City,
Mexico. The motives for the killing are almost a varied
as O.J. speculations, but here are a few of the possibilities:
1) Massieu was shot by his own party from an
internal conflict caused by his reformist attitudes within
the P.R.I.
2) Narcotics traffickers feared Massieu' s rise to power
and his crackdown on the judicial system.
3) And the most likely conclusion: Massieu was gunned
down in order to destabilize the government.
Should this be·the case, it is time for America to take a
stand by the side of our Mexican brothers. If the U.S.
government is so eager to ship troops over to Haiti, Somali
and Bosnia, why can 'tthey spare troops to ensure an already
well-established democracy?
With the "War on Drugs" now nothing more than
another overused slogan, the Central and South American
drug cartels have begun to expand northward into Mexico.
Facing possible reprisals from Mexican government, the
cartels have lashed out and attempted to bring the officials
under their thumb through fear and intimidation. Only six
months ago, presidential candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio
was assassinated in Tijuana, Mexico. LikeMassieu, Colosio
also had strong ties with the reformist wing of the P.R.I.
With the death of Massieu, Mexico once again faces a
political crisis. Not only was Massieu one of the next
generation of hopefuls for Mexico's reforming government, but he was also one of the few ruling-party politicians
that was still held in high respect by the opposition parties
within Mexico.
If America is so vehemently against drugs and so strong
for the upholding of democracy, why is nothing being done?
Why isn't anyone even talking about it? It seems that only
the threat of U.S. support for the Mexican government
would be enough to send the cartels running back to Central
America. What are the U.S. interests in Mexico? Try
NAFTA. There is reason to back our neighbors when such
a threat to their government arises.
Sources: TIME, October 10, 1994.
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
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Greedmongers multiply throughout sports
First it was baseball. Remember that fiasco? The poor
underpaid professional baseball players went on strike in
opposition to a salary cap imposed by the big, bad owners'
association. For the first time since 1904, the American
public was deprived of its favorite "pastime" (and I use that
term loosely) - the World Series . .Not even an earthquake
could stop the World Series in 1990. So what ground the
league to a halt this year? Greed. Pure and simple.
It's probably evident that I am no longer a baseball fan.
I just can't convince myself that a grown man, standing in
the outfield doing a little less than nothing for 90% of the
game, needs to make more than the millions of dollars he
currently commands. So be it. The players earn their
salaries based on their revenue-generating capacity. Where
does that revenue come from? Television rights, sporting
goo~s sales and ticket prices, in short, from the fans. I say,
no more.
Well, the baseball season has ended, although prematurely. My concern now focuses on the other professional
sports, who seem to be taking a cue from baseball. The
National Hockey League is now walking out, and the plague
looms darkly on the horizon of the National Basketball
Association's season. Greed, whether on the part of the
players or the owners, is threatening to overtake all the
major sports arenas; my question is, where will it end? How
much is enough, and when does it become too much?
Okay, let's look at this from the players' standpoint for
a moment. Their contention is that salary caps restrict their
movement throughout the league - A team with a smaller
television audience can't generate the income that a largermarket team can generate. Teams in Milwaukee, for example, don't get as many viewers as teams in New York.
That's simple demographics. So the teams in Milwaukee
can't compete for higher-caliber, more expensive players
like the New York teams. That starts a cycle of weaker
teams in smaller markets, and who wants to play for a
perennial loser? The stronger teams, under the salary cap,
are limited to the number of high-salary players on their
rosters. This means the strong teams stay strong, and the

Scott C. Holbrook
THE VIEW FROM HERE
weak teams stay weak.
One thing that should be stressed is that these are
games. These guys aren't rocket scientists or.world policy
makers. They're nothing more than expensive entertainers.
The general feeling of fans is that they are not entertained,
neither by these antics of greed on the part of players, nor
by the inflexible owners. If money makes the world go
'round, the world of sports must be spinning out of .orbit.
Consider, for example, that when Michael Jordan was in his
prime on the Chicago Bulls, he made over $22 million a
year in endorsements alone. Am I supposed to feel sorry
that professional sports figures can't get the salary cap
removed? Give me $22 million, and I'll think about it.
In the final analysis, who loses from these player
strikes? The players, of course, although they're the ones
best equipped to deal with a prematurely extended offseason vacation. The fans lose, too. Not only do they lose
afternoons or evenings spent watching their favorite sporting events, but also their faith in the players. However. the
ones who lose the most and are considered the least are the
concessionaires - the guys hawking hot dogs or the ones
selling team merchandise outside the stadium. Dependent
on the sport, these entrepreneurs lose in a strike-abbreviated season what the average player loses in less than a day.
Yet, they remain among the uncounted casualties of this
war of greed.
The time has come for the fans to send a message to the
players. Get over your greed, or get out of the way and let
somebody else play. We're here to watch a game, not a
battle of giant, overpriced egos. If the stands are empty and
silent, maybe the players will finally understand that the
game is played for the fans, not the almighty dollar. Amen.

Big surprise, the Central Florida Future is still looking
for talented artists to draw political cartoons. Send
samples or just come by the office across the street two
doors down from UC7. The address is 12243
University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817
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1be sky is falling! Sony, it's only another USAir flight
With Thanksgiving and Christmas just around the
comer, it's time for us college students to start hunting for
the cheapest possible ways to get back home and mooch off
of our parents for a few days. Well, if you're looking for a
really cheap airfare, don't go any farther. US Air is offering
very inexpensive prices for travel all across the U.S. Sure,
there are a few restrictions. Flights can only take place on
Sundays, must be made before December 31, you have to
bring your own parachute, and some red tape mumbojumbo about disclaimer forms or something like that.
Anyway, if you really want to press your luck, go ahead
and take a flight with USAir. I 'mean, look at it optimistically, what are the odds of another plane crash occurring
in the same few months? They've already filled their "one
major disaster per year" quota, right?
Statisticians tell us that you have a better chance of
being hit by lightning than dying in an airplane crash.
Personally, I would much rather take the chance of becoming an instant french fry while shooting the back nine at the
country c1ub than plummet from the sky for minutes while
the lady next to me screams about how she'll never get to
see Benny Hinn in person
College students, myself included, seem to have this
twisted perception of the delicate balance between saving
money and personal safety. When you find yourself going
through the week-old bread section, convincing yourself
that lumpy milk is actually better because it's aged, and
tell~ng yourself moldy cheese is actually good for you
(kind of like penicillin), you know what I'm taking about.

Chad Brunner
EXCUSE ME?
Basically, if you give someone a good enough deal,
they're willing to risk their lives to spend the money to get
it.
Don't think companies don't know this. How do you
think Ramen noodles are so popular? Marketing geniuses
probably said to each other, "Hey Bob, why don't we take
those little styrofoam scrunchies that we use to package
our stereos, shred them, bag them with a little bag of
chicken flavored powder and sell it to college students?"
Any product that college students can buy for less than $1
they will buy, if for no other reason than just the deal that
they' re getting.
Let's not even start talking about free stuff. Just the
possibility of free things has students piling up all over
campus. Just think how many people you saw walking
around with free gum from the bookstore a couple of
weeks ago. (God forbid they would have used that money
to make the books a little cheaper.) How many credit cards
have you signed up for to get free stuff? It's not like
anyone's going to be accepted. Any real college student
has already long since destroyed their credit rating with
gas cards and student loan defaults.
Edible substances aside, let's just talk about college life

in general. Given a choice, what do you, as the experienced
college student, think would be more fun on a date?
1) Going to a fancy restaurant, a little dancing afterwards, and finally a nice relaxing evening at your apartment with some Al Green.
2) Going to Wendy's for their $.99 menu, driving over
to the Frat House, and finally getting home to find your
roommate in the dorm with his girlfriend making all sorts
of "interesting" sounds and smells.
I think that most will agree that college is not exactly
a romp through the fields of personal comfort, but just
admit, it could be worse. You could be working three 40hour-a-week jobs instead of just two and have absolutely
no free time to think about how monotonous and boring
your life really is. Justthinkofall the fun you'll have in five
or six years when you actually have to start paying back all
that money you "borrowed." You thor· 'lht you knew how
to spend money now, wait 'till you have $300 a month in
Stafford Joan payments. You'll find out how long the body
can actually survive on just peanut butter.
Anyway, let's just admit that being a college student
involves some personal risk. If you want to get by and pay
the bills, then you're going to have to get used to taking
your life in your own hands day to day. Even if it's just to
eat slightly green pizza or to drive your car with no oil,
some things youjusthave to acceptasjustanotherwonderful experience to add to your list of college accomplishments.
I wouldn't put it on a resume, though.

Three goals that can get anyone elected SG president, guaranteed
I

,
,

•

•

I'm not a huge fan of radio talk-show host Howard Stem,
but I really think he was on to something when he talked about
running for governor of New York. His campaign platform
was simple: Reinstate the death penalty, do away with tolls,
and allow road construction only at night. After this was
completed, he promised to resign, before he could "really
screw things up."
Oh, how UCF desperately needs a Howard Stem-type
candidate this March in the Student Government presidential
elections. We need someone who will change a few things that
really need fixing,. then get the hell out of office.
Specifically:
•The financial aid line. I know, everyone complains about
having to stand in this line that usually resembles the line for
Space Mountain on a busy day. Now it's my tum, since I had
to wade my way though it for the first time last week.
There were about 10 people in front of me, and it took half
an hour before it was my turn. There was only one per.son on
duty, and half the time she was off in the back doing something. I could only imagine how long I would have waited if
it was the beginning of the semester instead of the end of
September.
I'm sure the department is underfunded and the employees
try to handle the immense load, but there's just something
fundamentally wrong. At every other college I've visited,
public and private, the financial aid department runs about a
million times quicker.

Dave Bauer
LEITER FROM THE EDITOR
Goal No. I: Have at least.five people working thefinancial aid
desk at all times.

•Another thing everyone complains about is the poor quality
ofthefoodoncampus.Ihardlyevereatoncampus,soireallydon't
care very much. I'm also aware that Mariott Food Services has a
long-term, exclusive contract with UCF, so I won't suggest
getting a different provider. Besides, most of the food I've had at
other college campuses is actually worse then Mariott's.
What really upsetS me, though, is the marinated chicken
sandwich Mariott sells at its Great Escapes restaurant. I prdered
one recently, and I swear the piece of chicken was no more than
three inches in diameter. Slap on a bun and some cheap lettuce, and
that's what you get for your $2.79.
GoalNo. 2: ProhibitMariottfromsellinganymoremarinated
chicken sandwiches.
•If you're in the school ofcomminutions, like I am, you know
all too well that your touch-tone registration appointment time
doesn 'treally mean too much.You have to register for every class

in person, no matter what. I suppose this is because many classes
have prerequisites, and in-person registration means they can
check to make sure your not trying to skip ahead.
Still, it makes it extrerp.ely hard to plan the rest of your course
schedule if you don't know which (if any) communications
classes you'll be able to get into.
It wouldn't take any technological miracles to make communications courses available on touch-tone registration. Also, it
would probably save money as well, since the employees of the
communications office would spend their time doing more
prcx:luctive things.
Goal No. 3: Make all communications courses available on
touch-tone registration.

So, here's three basic goals, Howard Stem style. I know it's
not in the SG president's power to change all these things, but then
again, it's not realistic someone would run just to achieve these
three goals and quit, now, is it?
Still, maybe I've inspired someone out there. I don't think
what I'm asking is too much.
When I was standing in that financial aid line, I could feel the
tension and fiustration of many of the people standing next to me.
UCF may not have the money or resources to hire more workers,
bu~ it had best come up with something. Otherwise, it seems
inevitable the headline of this newspaper will at one time read:
''Riot breaks out in administration building."

Athletic deparbnentto blame for cross-country coach's resignation
After two and a half years, UCF cross-country coach ·
Doug Loftus resigned. The timing could not have been
worse. The team is in ttie middle of the season and has two
more meets left plus the TAAC conference meet, which
UCF is hosting.
We, the cross-country team members, were shocked at
the news. Loftus said that he was tired of being strung along
by athletic department, and on Monday morning, the string
ran out.
When he was hired in the summer of 1992, it was on a
part-time basis. In 1993, the position opened up to a ful I time
one. Tocomplywithlawsandaffirrnativeaction,Loftushad
to submit an application along with others. He was first told
that a decision would be made in February, 1992.
In February, they said, "We'll tell you at a later date."
Thattimecame, and "We'll tell know at a later date" was the
reply. More string was let out, and no decisions were made.
Eventually, UCF said a decision would be made in August
and then the end of August. Later, they changed their answer
to September.
September came and went with no answer. Monday was
the beginning of October, and still the date was pushed back
further. The attitude of some members of the athletic department seems to be "Track? Cross Country? Take it or leave

Jeanne Lesniak
STUDENT OPINION

it." (The track program found this out first-hand when the
men's team was cut)
We are very concerned for our immediate future and the
rest of the season. What is to come of the rest of our schedule?
Our travel arrangements? And the conference meet? "Don't
worry," we were told. "We will get you to your meets and play
our part as a good host for the TAAC race."
Well, of course UCF will, it has to. For the cross-country
season to count, there must be at least 6 meets. For our football
team to move to Division 1, we must have both cross-country
teams have a complete season.
Now I'm not saying that is the only reason for UCF's
assistance, but...
We were told thatthecross-country teams have the athletic
department's full support and that they will help us in any way
that they can. But if they were so concerned about our needs
and the future of our program, why didn't they pay attention

to our coach and his needs? They are also the team's needs.
I'm so sick and tired of the running program being pushed
aside and strung along at our expense and at the convenience
of the athletic department.
We were told that the reason that the committee [who was
making the decision on the new position] was taking so long
to decide is because "It is hard for them to get together, and
it's not as easy as just looking through some folders."
Well, of course not, we know that. But I wonder how
hard it would be and how long it would take for them to make
the decision on another "bigger" sport. Would they jerk them
around as much? I think not. It is junk like this we have to deal
with. We are out at practice every day, busting our tails to
perform well and represent our school and are not asking for
anything extra. We only ask for respect.
UCF has lost a very valuable asset in losing Loftus. It
makes me so angry that he was even put in that position. But
he has to look at what is best for him and his family, and being
a punching bag is not it. Maybe they can make him give up
his job, but not his integrity.
We fully supportourcoach'sdecision, butil was one that
came at great expense and should have been avoided.
Jeanne Lesnick is a health service adminis(ration major
and a member of the women's cross-country team.
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WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206, 8235335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
Group, 5:00 PM . Weekly Bible
Study opportunities
and mucb more!
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for more informati on.
All Welcome!

Queen waterbed complete $200,
dining set$20, misc. furniture, elect.
typewriter$75,rowboat$50, kitchen
items, etc. All prices 080. 6583949, 679-9491
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Need a good, reliable car?
KC.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
Call a fellow classmate. Many models to choose from. Call Ric at (407) STUDENT SPECIAL- Term papers
342-6137
or reports, double spaced, 1" margins. $1.75@ pageor$1.50@ page
forover20pgs. Red Bug Area. Laura
696-2611
OTHER_

WORDMASTERS

CHI ALPHA
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
A LOVING COMMUNITY OF
CHRISTIAN FRIENDS
Sponsored by the Assemblies of
God
MEETS MON. 7:30 PM, STUDENT CENTER 214
ALL WELCOME - MUSIC REFRESHMENTS-FUN
For info call David M. 774-0777

TELEMARKETER: Glamour Shots
High Fashion Photography, FashGay, Lesbian, Bisexual ·Student
ion Square Mall, seeks aggressive,
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218.
upbeat individuals to book appointAll Welcome!
ments. No cold calling. Guaranteed
1------------~ wage or commission bonus. Will
train. Prr, flex hours. Call 898-7954
Interested in improving your
ask for o.J.
speaking skills, meeting profes- t-B=.;..;...;..-E;;;;..t~-rt--t-.- -- --d---1
1
sional people, and having fun?
ages c •. pa im~, 2 or 3 ays
Join TOASTMASTERS! Call Chi per week, 5.3o ~M-~.30 PM-weekat
P days. 12281 University Blvd, across
.
from UCF
679-4806. Meetings
every

t-------·__________..

.Wednesday, 6:00 PM,
Lo? king. for 12 lovely ladies to mo~el
Westinghouse
sw1msu1ts for the 1995 UCF swim.
suit calendar. An excellent model1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " i n g opportunity. Call for appt. or in-

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY fo~mation,382-1373onThur 10/6&
Fn 10/7, 4-7 PM.
Wed. Noon, Rm 214, Student Cen t---------------1
ter. All Are Welcome!! Fr. Ashmun Errand runner 15-20 hrs/wk, $6/hr
Brown, D. Min., Chaplain
(flexible hrs) for office located near
Fashion Square. Valid drivers license and knowledge of basic auto
maintenance required. Call Chris at
894-5090 between 2:00 & 4:00 PM.
FINS wanted to share brandnew
luxurious hse. in Tuscawilla 15 min.
from campus. Own bedroo;,,-share
. h
h $
bath . W/D , D1s was er, 3501mo.,
·i·t·
·
$150 dep, ut 11 res inc 1uded. Upperclassmen/grad student pref. Call

priced at

$119

has Aluminum Spacers
& Abee- 1 Bearings
pictured Bauer F-3

.
.
.
Babys1tter-occas1onal wee~ nights
and weekends for one child near
UCF and VCC. Must be mature,
d- h
. bl
re 11a e an
ave own transporta.
.
t1on. Salary neg. 275-8115 after 5.30

359-9714 (leave message)
Room avail. to a responsible, N/S
male in a 3bd/2 1/2ba townhouse.
$235 + 1/3 util. 282-8291
Female to share 3bd/2ba Apt at
Polo's East, 5 min. from UCF. $268
+ 1/3 util. Av ail Nov. 1st til May 1st.
Kelly 823-8076
UCF area, christian female to share
w/same, 2bd/2ba, W/D included.
$250 + 1/2 util. Vanessa 658-0556

SINGLE BEDROOM in private
home $50 wk, includes util, Lv Rm,
bath, laundry & Kit priv. Quite,
compter literate, grad student or
upper class, NS female preferred.
References required. 678-0985

BED, QUEEN OR FULL, NEVER
USED $125. 678-8592
Washer & Dryer from $85. Refrigerator from $125. Microwaves from
$50. 6 mo warranty. Delivery avail.
Appliance Recyclers 327-3777
Dining Table with 4 chairs $100
OBO. Macrame Hanging Table $75
OBO. 245-9398 and leave message
New-In the $60's
2bd/2ba Condo at Hunter's Reserve. New building under construction-can also lease, purchase or
rent. Offered by L.A. Real Estate
365-3664 or 679-2998

One student needed to share housei------------~
25 min. from UCF with another stu.
. .
Berge Loveseat $1 ~O OBO, dining
dent. Rent is $350/mo + $ 150 d
.
ep. room table w/6 chairs $100 OBO.
Includes ut1I. , W/D, and Lawn Care. C t t 366 _2384
Call 823-9594
on ac

'

380-7427 across the street from UCF
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Just a thought
by Sean Perry
It seems like everyone is trying something new nowadays. Some
people are manipulating the tone of
their hair, some pollute their arms
with tattoos, and now many are trying on an alternative garb.
What would you do if your
uncle came over for Thanksgiving
dinner in a dress?
The question draws fear from
many conservative families. Amid
the glaring eyes of embarrassed parents, the youngster of the family
inquires at the dinner table about
Uncle Bob's lipstick, and all hell
breaks loose.
Uncle Bob is beating up
Grandpa for calling him a kook.
Aunt Lucy is running around
screaming because her panties are
missing. Then the whole place goes
up when Grandma Betty reveals
that she is half man, half woman.
And for all those years bounc-

ing on her knee...
Butseriously, the family unity
would probably suffer a slight setback. We all love our relatives and
dig our friends, but what if a buddy
were to try on some odd-looking
swimming trunks and rub lotion onto
his smooth legs?
The "Silver Screen" in recent
months has made valid attempts to
tackle this issue. Although Dustin
Hoffmanpulleditoffwithoutacomplaint over a decade ago in Tootsie,
people seemed to have taken a newfound interest of ]ate.
Robin Williams made his contribution as the carefree and innocentMrs. Doubtfire. I really dug the
guy in Dead Poets' Society, but I
don't think I would want to find that
my kids' baby-sitter was wrapping
a piece up in those panties.
The foreign films also have
adopted the idea, or should I say,
just took it and made it more compact.
Just Like A Woman demonstrated that even the Brits like some
funny play on occasion.
Considering the effect films
have had on this generation, for
example, the fashion statements
made in the movie Singles. Don't
be too shocked if the flannel-clad
youth don new attire this coming
spring in an effort to keep with the
times.
Holidays willnev.erbethesame.
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LaserGrunge
The Best In Alternative Music
Friday & Saturday: 9:00 p.m.

AEROSMITH
Friday & Saturday: 10:00 p.m.

.U 2
The Unforgettable
Laser Show
Friday & Saturday: 11 :00 p.m.

PINK FLOYD
Dark Side
Of The Moon

Friday & Saturday: Midnight

., COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
Seating is limited and on a
firts·come, first-served basis.
Prices ancl shows subiect to change
without notice.

~\)~i.

~\.~~c;~~ 810 E. Rollins Street
0c,,C.~~
"\ Orlando, Florida 32803

~(,

407-896-7151

Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, l / 4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking
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East Colonial Dr. I State Rd. 50

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO, FL 32807
658-8000
Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 6am- l l pm
Saturday 9am-8pm
:

Friday 6am- l0pm
Sunday l 2pm-5pm
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UCf students present
various cultures in energetic. 'Cantata'
Braun and Walker contribute their extensive backgrounds to Civic Theatre
THEATRE, from page 1

•

•

•

•
•

•

fessional music fraternities, Phi Mu
Alpha (Braun) and Sigma Alpha
Iota(Walker). Both sing in the UCF
Choir, and Braun also enjoys singing solos for the UCF Vocal Jazz
Ensemble. In addition, his performance credits include UCF's past
spring production of the musical,
Cabaret. Braun is cantor and soloist

Upshaw for artistic inspiration "for
her singing/acting abilities." Braun
The eclectic nature also shows
cites "Peter, Marsha, Jan, Cindy,
in the text choice. Besides being in
Greg and Bobby" as his influences.
different languages, the pieces were
In the UCF community, the pair's
written by distinctly different aupositive influences include Elizathors such as a man in Auschwitz
beth Wrancher, Stella Sung and
and inner city children.
David Brunner-all music faculty.
"It's much better than we exIn conversation, they both expected,"
said
press concern
Walker. This is, in
about the unpart, due to thecharwillingness of '.
ismatic nature of
UCF' s theatre ·
the director, Robin
and music deJensen.
partments to
"She has a
work with each
way of pulling enother.
ergy out of you,"
Nightcommented Braun.
club Cantata is
To this, Walker
"an explosion of
added that he is reexpression...color
ferring to "artistic"
and emotion."
energy.
Braun conThere
is
cludes, "We
much improvisadance naked
tion demanded of
[emotionally]
the actors, and
on stage, and by
Braun and Walker
the end of the
feel they have had
show,
we're tryphoto/SOLARES
an instrumental part Will and Darla are amazed by th.eir handy talents.
ing to tell the auin creating this
dience to go out
at St. Martin and Mary's Church. and do the same."
play's production.
There is a moral in this hodgeBoth Braun and Walker are He also works in Disney Entertainvocal majors in the UCF Depart- ment, doing character work at podge of words and music, and in
the end, the audience is challenged
ment of Music. Walker plans to EPCOT Center.
Walker has been "Guest Art- to apply it to their individual lives.
pursue a master's degree in voice.
The Civic Theatre's Second
Her ultimate goal is to be an opera ist" with the Brevard, Central
singer. Braun just wants to perform, Florida, and UCF Symphonies. She Stage will be presenting Nightclub
"not necessarily singing ... not nec- also regularly sings in the Orlando Cantata, complete with UCF stuessarily acting," possibly in the Opera' Company's Camerata Cho- dents Will Braun and Darla Walker,
through Oct. 16. For more infoITilarus.
Broadway style.
Walker looks to Dawn tion, call 896-7365.
Both are members of the pro-
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**l12 (out of 4)
Rated "R"
by DEREK KRAUSE
Axis film critic
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As she ventures out into the
depths of an Australian desert,
Priscilla is slandered, overloaded
and
praised.
Priscil1a, though,
is a tour bus which
undergoes
a
make-over into a
traveling dressing
room for its three
passengers. Tick (Hugo Weaver),
Adam (Guy Pearce), and Bernadette
(Terence Stamp), are drag queens
whose journey sends them to perform their unique brand of entertainment.
The Adventures of Priscilla,
Queen of Desen provides some
interesting conversation to a tedious
voyage, through a bland setting. The
film concentrates on the friendships
between the men, although dressed
as women the majority of the time.

The characters seem more involved
with criticizing each other rather
than stimulating themselves for the
audience.
Laughing is kept to a minimum, as the lame and cute jokes torture a one-track script that yearns for a
vision. Onestereotypicalscene, where
twoofthemenlocktheotheroutofthe
bus,comesoffas
being just as
queerastheyare.
The bus
poses a metaphorical stimuli
of messages a hick town
painting an
AIDS obscenity,
a toyboy temple
of make-up and
a run-down engine. that breaks down in the middle of
the hideous wasteland of dirt.
Stamp gives a shy and cunning
look to his over-the-hill status, and
Weaver's stubbornness is convincing, yet together they don't live up to
the standard of disco tunes that electrifies, and thus carries, Priscilla to the
end. The Queen of the Desert does
encompass a colorful mystique that
sets off its obscure costumes, but the
humorjustdoesn'tliveuptoitsmajestic re~llion.

i

I
WAX.TREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.
WAXTREE rs LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

•

Priscilla, Queen Of The
Desert

II'

Now Playing in Selected Cities. Starts Friday,
October 7th at Theatres Everywhere.

•
by JASON SWANCEY

•Samiamand
the Toadies
(Club Nowhere)

a • Lucky
Peterson
(Junkyard)

9 •

Violent
Femmes and
G-Love and
Special Sauce
(The Edge)

10 •The Cows
(Downtown Jazz
& Blues Club)

11 •

Sandra
Bernhardt
(The Club)

Contributing editor

show with music that hard and fast,
but still crystal clear - unless they
wenttoseetheBluesTraveleragain.
Blues Traveler originally
planned to play 20 songs, but some-

The Edge filled with chilled
anticipation last Sunday as Sheryl
Crow · strummed
throughher 12-song
set that included
both of her current
hits, ''Leaving Las
Vegas" and "All I
Wanna Do." The
crowd
moved
mythmically as she
ran through upbeat
pop songs with an
occasional blues
tune. In addition to
giving a solid performance, she
looked exceptionally
stunning,
adorned in skin- (Above) Blues Traveler;
tight leather pants (lower right) Sheryl Crow
with a frilly, little
halter top that was as pleasing to the where in
eyes as her melodies were to the ear. the middle,
After a long intermission, one song
Blues Traveler came on stage and m e s h e d
put on a show that instantly proved with anwhy they been dubbed as one of the other, and
most electric live acts of the '90s. soon it turned into a 20-minute muBetween the fast-paced melodic sical potpourri. They sang half the
guitar riffs from Chan Kinchla and songs off their latest release, Four,
lead singer John Popper's fervent ranging from "Hook" and "The
vocals, the crowd was soon whipped Mountains Win Again" to "Stand."
into a frenzy. They were well aware They also did three covers, includthat they would never again hear a ing "Lowrider," a version in .which

Popper rapped out the classic Mexican beat with his harmonica. They
offered a version of the Beatles'
"Get Back'' that would make Paul
McCartney proud and Linda
McCartney envious.
After more than two
hours on stage with no break,
the band exited briefly before
reappearing for their encore.
They played "Johnny B.
Goode" at 100 mph for a fitting end to a phenomenal
show. The display proved that
Popper and Brendan Hill, the
group'sdrummer,havecome
along way
since high
school,
where
they met
a n d
formedthe
original
group, the
B 1 u es
Band.
'\\e

feel that
we can all
photo/SOLARES
play our
instruments pretty well and that our
live show is always progressing,"
Kinchla said after the show.
A man that originally aspired to
be a comedian, Popper, sure did make
a lot of people happy that night

Supermodel Milla
opens in Tampa
by JIM MARTIN
Axis writer

With Milla in the back seat,
Crash Test Dummies ran into the
University of SouthAorida. Continuing on their world tour, Crash Test
played their brand of folk pop to a
sold-out crowd at USF's Marshall
Center. Adding to the acoustic fun,
supermcxiel Milla opened the show to
create a night of simple folk music.
Milla, whooriginallyhailsfrom
Russia, moved to Los Angeles when
she was 11. As the daughter of a
Ukranian actress, she naturally took
her place among the child actors ofthe
day, doing commercials and mcxieling. Almost overnight, Milla was a
supermcxiel sensation due to her sensual yet innocent ambiance. Using her
modeling career as a vehide, SBK
•see MILLA, next page

•

•
•

•
•
•
Pieces Iscariot
(Virgin)
Pieces Iscariot is a collection
of"rarities and b-sides." These songs
are b-sides, but are hardly rare.Most of
them appear on U.K. imports. Previously unreleased tracks, "Frail And
Bedazzeled," "Whir," and "Spaced,"
prove that the Pumpkins do have afew
tricks up their sleeves.
The songs that appear on this
album fall into three main categories
- chaotic ("Girl Called Sandoz"),
tranquil ("Soothe"), and epic
("Starla"). Still, some of their true
rarities can only be found on bootlegs.
FortheGishloving fan, Pieces Iscariot
, is a course in Pumpkins History 101.
For the Cherub Rockers, hold on for
some real Pumpkin Smashing.
•JimMartin

•

•
•
•

•
•

Mighty Mighty Bosstones
Question The Answers
{Polygram)

Danzig
4
(American)

Lucky Peterson
Beyond Cool
(Polygram)

"Ordinary people trying to do
extraordinary things with a limited
budget and questionable talent," said
Timothy Burton (saxophone), describing the band.
With harder-edged lyrics on
their fourth album, age and experience haven't mellowed this heavy
punk-ridden eight-man band.
Combining ska horns and a
nice hard punk sound so it is pleasing
to the ears, these guys make rage
enjoyable. Listening to their newest
LP is like going on a car ride where the
car shifts from first to fourth with no
middle gears. There's never a smooth
transition, but it's an exciting ride.

The trademark howls, the
bluesy power riffs, the shroud of
darkness and demon-like aura; that's
right, the evil El vis of hard rock is
back and is more depraved than ever
on his latest release, 4 .
The macabre Morrison has
come a long way since his days with
Samhain (Sow-en) and, of course,
the now legendary Misfits on the
Plan 9 label.
•
Check out the whip-cracking
"Sadistikal" or the seemingly
Reznor influenced "Cantspeak."
You'll need a major session
of "churchin" after listening to this
one.

Shedding the shadow of his
father, legendary blues artist James
Peterson, Lucky has paved a trail of
his own. His sixth album proves to be
a step for the blues scene as a whole.
Covering artists like Jimi
Hendrix on "Up From The Skies,"
and StevieWonder with "YouHaven't
Done Nothin' ," he adds a little funk to
his rhythm and blues mix.
Lucky will be spending an
evening in Orlando this weekend at
the Junkyard on Saturday night.
Whether you're a classic blues fan,
soul hipster or just into the funky
guitar, it would be a wise decision to
stop by and get a little Lucky.

•Jason Swancey

• Tom DiPaolo

•SeanPerry

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

• l\11LLA, from page 12

records signed her to a record deal.
.MostofMilla's songs are poems that
are set to music.
Making brief appearances in
the movies Chaplin and Dazed and
Confused, Milla is making her mark
on the entertainment world with a
nationwide tour.
Milla kicked offtheshow dancing freely about the stage as a young,
beautiful, uninhibited girl would.
Musically, her show was a bit Jacki uster. For all we know, Milla had popped
her tape into the P.A. and lip-synced
the whole affair.
The headliner, Crash Test,
talked with us for a few moments
before its set.
One of the most unique aspects
is the different sounds Crash Test
throws at their audience. On one song,
.there may be two guitars and a female
singer. On the next, there could be one
guitar, a harmonica and a mandolin.
"This approach always keeps the
crowd guessing," the band said.
When the Crash Test Oummies took the stage, they might as well
have been puppets. With such great
song writing, onecouldexpectaheartfelt emotional show, but this proved to
be a misconception Friday night. The
highlight of the evening is when they
covered XTC's 'The Ballad of Peter
Pumpkinhead." the fabled tale of a
JFK-Jesus Cluist-type figure who is
assassinated.
Although the crowd was responsive to Crash Test, most of those
in attendance were drunk career types,
who hadn't been to a concert in I0 or
so years .
lbiscausedtheconcerttohave
a symphonic performance feel. Given,
Crash Test is not known for their
rockin' tunes, but there were very few
signs of life last Friday at the Marshall
Center in Tampa.
•

Ill•

Ii-

bits again witll

Waiting For The Night

Ain't Lile Grand
(42021)

(42022)

tlleir new album
leai11ri11g:

leat11ring:

IN A DAYDREAM
TAKE THE TIME

AIRPLANE
CAN'T 611 HIGH
AIN'T LIFE GRAND
Al.SO ON SALE:
Widespread Pa11it (10001)
Space Wrangler (42001)
beryiay (4201 J)
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The director and star of 'Ed Wood' discuss their roles in bringing Hollywood nostalgia back to the screen
by DEREK KRAUSE
Axis film critic

Until now, the mainstream
world hasn't heard of Edward D.
Wood, Jr. Tomorrow, Tim Burton's
new film &J Wood will open, and the
world will be enlightened and delighted to team ofthis lost talent of the
1950s.
As theaters across the country
fill for the nationwide release of &J
Wood, a film legend will emerge from
Hollywood's dark shadows. Video
stores will be flooded with requests for
such B-rnovie disgraces as Glen or
GlendaandP/.an9 From OuterSpace.
''Who the heck is this guy," your

photo/KRAUSE

Tim Burton attends the
premiere of his new film.
mother will be asking.
On the afternoon ofEd Wood's
world premiere atthe 32ndNew York
Fihn Festival, I sat down with a few of
my collegiate colleagues and discussed
the film with its leading males, director Tim Burton and Johnny Depp.
Both were equally excited about the
film and obviously anxious to share
their thoughts.
Burton was so anxious, in fact,
that as he entered the room he gasped,
'This is so exciting, I split my pants!"
I could see the full length tear along the

seam of his pants, apparently in- to make it kind of a period piece.You tell the fact that until shooting &J Wood,
curred on his way to the interview. the studios that you wanttodoablackand he had ''never done one before."
Naming one influence would
Burton's presence de- white film, and they think you want to
manded a shocking silence in the makea pretentious art film, so we tried to be a mistake, Burton expressed, beconference area. With each ques- just do it simply. We thought it was the cause he "grew up with all these
tion, his head dodged and his eyes best way to present these characters."
people," referring to directors with the
wandered the room as he sifted for
Burton added that he found shoot- likesofEd Wood. Thus, heestablishes
an answer. Burton appreciated Ed- ing in black and white to be "liberating." his credibility from being, "collecward D. Wood, Jr., because he did
''Thereisaunifyingsortofforceto tively influenced by so many."
Ifalive today,
what he wanted to do
with absolute disregard
would Ed Wood
have liked the film?
to the opinions of his
Ho11ywood peers. "He
''I think if he
were alive today, he
doesn't care. There's a
probably would've
sort of delusional qualliked to have made it
ity to the character and a
himself.''
forced optimism that I
found very appealing,"
Burton explained.
• ••
A bit on edge,
The director of
Johnny Depp strolls
such Hollywood sucthrough the doors of
cesses as Batman and
the quaint RitzBeetlejuice, Burton
Carltonsuitethathad
praised Wood's unusual
talents by saying thathis
just consumed the
works had "a unique
energyofBurton. He
photofTOUCHSTONE
lights his Marlboro
quality to them and that
you don't get acknowl- Johnny Depp pitches his latest project as Ed Wood.
and eases into a
edged as the worst dilackadaisical yet
rector for nothing."
the whole thing which in some cases is composed conversatiqn that he might
Opposing qitics who cast easier and actually quite helpful."
categoriz.eas "insane, man." He sports
this early stigma upon Wood's
His hands painting the air with tied-back, slick, black hair and a banfilms, Burton dug through his past syrnbolic gestures, Burton related some danna,escapingthebackpocketofhis
to argue for his fellow director. parallels between Wood and himself. j~s. Depp initially focuses on oth''Youhaveto have some substance. ''People perceive his work as bad, which ers, contrary to recent tabloid descripThere are a lot of bad films out I never did, but I think there is a real fine tions of being self-absorbed.
there. When I was a child and saw line of perception. I responded to his
He talks of his work on &J
Plan 9 From Outer Space , it was enthusiasm and bis weird internalized Wood as "a fun ride. It was really a
almost like a dream. There's some passion for things."
good time." Depp speaks candidly,
weird and twisted sense of poetry,
An interesting and nerving aspect but comes off as being a true professomething strong and subconscious of Ed Wood's career is his utilization of sionalandveryseriousabouthiswork.
about the work, that transcends be- one-takeshots.Stayingwiththe"spiritof He honors Burton by saying that he
ing bad."
the film," Burton used a one-take shot in "may be the most trusting director I've
There has been much ado a scene where Bela Lugosi, played by everworked with. Thefactthatlknow
about his decision to film &J Wood Marin Landau, wrestles with an octopus he trusts me gives me a tremendous
in black and white. He supported on the side of a lake. He found shooting amount of confidence in my work."
his decision, saying, ''We wanted in one-take, "exciting and scary," citing
Describing his established re-

---

lationshipwithBurton(thetwoworked
together in &Jward Scissorhands),
Depp says, ''It's unexplainable, he
really doesn't have to do anything
more for me than just say a couple of
disconnected words, squint his eyes,
tumhisheadacertain way,andl pretty
much know what he wants from the
scene. I pretty much can feel it.''
Depp's brilliant performance
includes an incredible voice transformation. When I inquired about the
origin of his accent, names began to
fly. ''Tim wanted the enthusiasm of
Andy Hardy movies and Mickey
Rooney, and I took that and ran with it
a little. To me, that character and that
voice was a soup of the blind optimism of Ronald Reagan. He could be
standing at the podium with bombs
exploding behind him and still maintain that smile. I also used the salesmanship of a disc jockey, which was
to me Casey Casem and the Tin Man
from The Wizard ofOz."
Depp believes he has "a responsibility to the story and to the
character, which ultimately means you
haye a responsibility to the director
and his vision."
Before finishing, Depp talked
of his style, saying that "this is not the
popular way of doing things in Hollywood, which is really an ambitious,
awful and competitive town. It's not a
popularity contest or to try and steal all
the attention."
Depp said he didn't do much
preparation for the most demanding
characteristic of Edward D. Wood,
Jr.- dressing in women's clothing.
His co-star, Sarah Jessica Parker, jokingly says, "He's a good looking man
and you're a woman, and then he's a
man dressed as a woman, but he's
kind of more beautiful than you are!
How do you compete?"
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WARNER BROS. PRESENTS
A JERRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION A FILM BY LUIS LLOSA SYLVESTER STALLONE SHARON STONE JAMES WOODS "THE SPECIALIST'
WITH ROD STEIGER AND ERIC ROBERTS ....,,JACK HOFSTRA.A.CE ~JEFFREY L. KIMBALL. As c '"":iJOHN BARRY -.&l. R.J. LOUIS
~STEVE BARRON & JEFF MOST AND CHUCK BINDER ~ALEXANDRA SEROS ~JERRY WEINTRAUB
,~RJ~-=:r=.-~-~,.
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Game Reviews

•

•Tampa Bay Buccaneers at Atlanta
Falcons. The Bucs will fall prey to Andre
Rison and a 3-2 Falcons squad.
•MiamiDolphins atBuffaloBills. Bills
wm go down to fins and Bryan Cox wm tell
the fans once again that he's No. 1 through the
use of his middle fingers
•Indianapolis Colts at N.Y. Jets. The
Jets are showing their real colors, and they
appear to be pastels. The Colts will win with
Faulk and defense.
•L.A. Rams at Green Bay Packers. The
Pack will win at home even though the Rams
have one of the best defenses in the NFL.
•New Orleans Saints at Chicago Bears.
Da Bears have a slightly better offense and a
much better running game, that's why I have
to give them the nod.
•San Francisco 49ers at Detroit Lions.
The Niners will bounce back in a big way this

•
•

•
•

..

I

•

week against the Lions, who are reeling from
their loss to Bucs.
•ArizonaCardinalsatDallasCowboys.
The Boys will run over the Phoenix defense,
literally if Emmit is in the lineup.
•Denver Broncos at Seattle Seahawks.
Denver has to do good or else Wade Philips
will be out of a job.
•Kansas City Chiefs at San Diego
Chargers. Chargers are hot so you gotta go
with them. Joe will have a good game though.
•L.A. Raiders at New England Patriots.
The Raiders have made some changes for the
better and it will show in this game.
•Washington Redskins at Philadelphia
Eagles. The Eagles proved their toughness
last week, 'nuff said.

Picks
•Tampa Bay at Attamaf6)
Jason: Falcons 28-17 over Bucs
Justin: Falcons 21-14 over Bucs
-Miami at Buffalo (-3)
Jason: Fins 35-14 over Buffs
Justin: Buffs 24-21 over Fins
-COits at Jets (-4)
Jason: Indy over Jets 21-1 O
Justin: Indy 17-14 over Jets
•Rams at Packers (-7)
Jason: The Pack 18-10 over Rams
Justin: Pack 17-10 over Rams
•Saints at Bears (-3.5)
Jason: Da Bears 13-7 over Saints
Justin: Bears 20-13 over Saints
eNiners (-5.5) at Lions
Jason: Niners over Lions 35-21

•Arizona at Dallas (-14)
Jason: Boys 21-15 over Cardinals
Justin: Boys 21-17 over Cardinals
-Oenver at Seattle (-4)
Jason: Broncos 28-21 over Hawks
Justin: Hawks 24-17 over Hawks
-Chiefs at Chargers (even)
Jason: Chargers 21-18 over Chiefs
Justin: Chargers 17-14 over Chiefs
•Raiders at Patriots (-3)
Jason: Raiders 24-21 over Pats
Justin: Pats 28-14 over Raiders
•Skins at Philly (-14)
Jason: Philly 28-10 over Skins
Justin: Philly 30-14 over Skins
•Vikings at Giants (-2)
Jason: Vikes 21-10 over Giants
Justin: Giants 21-18 over Vikes

Monday Nighter:

• ••••••••••••
Minnesota Vikings at
N. Y. Giants. The Vikings
get to showcase the best
NFLdefenseon national television. They11 take care of
theG-men justlike the Saints
did. Take away the Giants
grouns game and you take
away their entire game.
Moon will also pick apart
the Giants secondary this ·
Monday evening.

r--------------------,

I Game of the week:
I
I Kansas City Chiefs at San Diego Chargers will be an AFC I
I
I West battle. Chargers should win defensive struggle.
Dog of the week:

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

I New Orleans Saints at Chicago Bears shoud be a boring I
I game featuring two teams who will be stuck in the cellar forl
I years to come.
I
I
I Jason's record
I
I Jason's record was 7-5 straight up and 6-6 versus the
I
I spread.
1
1

Justin's record
Justin was just the opposite as he almost always is, 6-6
straight up and 7-5 against the spread.

1
1

L--------------------~
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STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
Monday, October 1 0, 1·994

11.00 AM - 7.00 PM
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~~;;~:~:~~:~vident Golden Knights climb ~ to sixth in poll
Justin Delias

I , .

•
•

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The UCFGolden Knights' football team
What do Larry Holmes, George Forewas moved back up to number six in the Sports
man and Tony Tubbs have in common?They
NetworkPoll after barely getting by Illinois State
are all old and fat and should not be boxing
anymore. Due to the ever-ercxling state of last weekend. UCF has seen this position twice.
They were number six after the fin;t week of this
heavyweight boxing these days, fighters way
season and at the mid-point of last season. Six,
past their primes are allowed to continue
however is as high as the Golden Knights have
boxing and making a mockery of the sport.
ever moved.
Foreman is now relegated to the duty of trial
UCF does have a chance to move higher
horse instead ofcontender. Evander Holyfield
if they can travel into Alabama this Saturday
picked up a $20 million paycheck off of
afternoon at 2 p.m. and come out with a victory
Foreman,andnowchampionMichaelMoorer
over the Samford Bulldogs. In Samford, they11
will get his Foreman payday.
be facing the nation's best punter. Scott Hohnes
However, if Moorer does not comleads the nation in punting with a 44.1 yard
pletely dominate the Foreman trial, he will be
average.
lowered to the same unrespected champion
Samford is currently 1-3, both winning
level that plagued Holyfield. More disturbing
big and losing big. The Bulldogs opened the
than the fact that the ''Geriatric Pack" is still
season by pounding Bethel College, 28-6, then
boxing is the fact that the top contenders are
took three beatings against Eastern Kentucky
afraid to fight the likes of Holmes, because
(16-50), Tennessee Tech (7-20) and Nichols
they could lose their shot at the title. Ray
State
(6-24). The Bulldogs allow their opponents
Mercer knows this better than anyone as he
over220yards
on the ground and only 115 yards
found himself on the losing end of a match
passing
per
gam~.
This is shaping up to be
with Larry Holmes, thus costing him a shot.
another Marquette Smith week, with Smith pos· What does it mean that today's boxers
sibly breaking the 200-yard rushing mark. If
cannot handle 40-year-old men ?It means that
UCF can go into the fourth quarter ahead, they11
the sport desperately needs a dominating
be in good shape. The Bulldogs average only 1.8
heavyweight like Mike Tyson. Case in point
points per gan1e in the final quarter, while allow- Back before Larry Holmes ever turned 40,
ing their opponents eight in the fourth quarter.
Mike Tyson dismantled him, sending Holmes
Samford has an offensive attack in runto the mat three times for the TKO. It is sad to
say, but heavyweight boxing has been at a · ning back Anthony Jordan, who averages 186
yards per game, with over 300 yards rushing and
stand still since the incarceration of Tyson.
128 receiving this season. Linebacker Jeremy
There has been a recent trend as of late
Perkins leads their defense with 45 tackles.
for contenders to avoid one another and fight
sparring partners and substitute teachen; from
Wiscon~ in an attempt to avoid a loss and get
the big pay day. Well, that tactic just blew up
right in the face of Lennox Lewis and Riddick
DThe Golden Knights' lady
Bowe in the form of a right hook from Oliver
golf team blew away the
McCall. Good-bye million dollar pay day.
tif f · h' 11
Good-bye shot at the title for quite some time.
compe IOn' lnlS ing
It does not get any better for an already
strokes ahead of Troy State
troubled sport. When McCall knocked out
Lennox lewis, not only did McCall getl.ewis'
last weekend. It is the first
WBC belt, but the flood gates were opened up
team win this Seaon.
and in slid Don King back into the world of
heavyweight boxing as manager of McCall.
King's corrupt influence on boxing is
evident in the WBC, WBA, and IBF' s top-10
lists. Bowe was overlooked on the WBA and
WBC' s top ten and is fourth on the IBF list
behind three Don King fighters. The WBA's
top five are all King fighters. It makes no sense
that Riddick Bowe, who was heavyweight
champion a short time ago, is not a top-10
contender on two lists. The names ahead of
him are those of has-beens and fighters no one
has ever heard of.
It' squiteclearthatKing will be controlling aportion of the heavyweight di vision, and
if Tyson stays with King upon release from
prison, boxing could be in trouble for some
time. Tyson's first shot at the title is going to
bring in more money than the boxing world
has ever seen. Let's hope Tyson or someone
can bring the glamour back to boxing.

•
•

•

•

•

s
H.ms haw w1"II attempt to get the UCF air attack back on track this
Saturday against Samford on the road.
For the UCF defense it will be their constant,
Travis Cooper, who now has 54 tackles on the
season. Last week's defensive MVP, Robert
Alexander, will have to have another big game as
well. Last week, he had 11 tackles with one for a twoyard loss, and two broken-up passes.

re

UCF will hit the road again to face
Samford this weekend. This is the second
of three consecutive road games. Does
this concern coach Gene McDowell?
"I think the road is overplayed. It's
got very little to do with it," said McDowell.

Pubnan wins third tournament in a row
by KEN JACKSON _

Staff writer

The UCF Golden Knights' lady golf
team took both team and individual honors this
weekend at the Lady Sunshine Invitational in
Daytona Beach.
The team victory, led by junior Kristen
Putman, was the first of the year. She topped a
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field of 72 golfers from more than 14
schools. More impressively , it was
Putman's third consecutive tournament
win of the season. Putman will attempt
to do what the Chicago Bulls couldn't
- win four in a row.
The team finished first out of 14
teams and 11 strokes ahead of the next
closest competitor, Troy State. UCFhad
total score of 310 on the first day and
304 on the second.
After glancing over the in di vi dual
results, it's no surprise why UCF dominated the tournament. They had four
golfers finish in the top I 0. On a par 73
course, Putman shot for par the first _day
and shot four under the second. In fac_t,
she was the only golfer to even go under
par.
Jenny Haggman , a sophomore
transfer from Sweden, shot a 155. Senior Brooke Grant finished ninth with a
157, and junior Kim Millar was one of
five lady golfers tied for 10th with a
158.
Their next tournament will be the
Beacon Woods Invitational in Tarpon
Springs from Oct. 14-16.

Glimpse at the Golden Knights
UCF Football: at Sa~ford, Saturday at 2:30 p.m.
.
UCF Cross· Country: at Florida State Univ. Invitational, Saturday at 8a.m.
Men's Golf: at Robert Trent Jones Invitational in Mobile, Alabama, Sunday through Monday
Men's Soccer: at Florida Atlantic, Friday at 7 p.m.; at Florida International University, Sunday at 4 p.m.
Women's Soccer: UCF LDDS Classic at the UCF Arena field; Tulsa, Friday at 4 p.m.; Arkansas, Sunday at
2:30 p.m.
Volleyball: at Georgia Tech, Today at 7 p.m.; at Georgia State Tournament: Southeastern Louisiana, Florida
Atlantic, Western Carolina~ South Alabama and Geor ia State, Frida and Saturda .
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